Dynamic Linking
Accelerate Knowledge Discovery and
Problem Solving within the Largest
Library of Content
Engineers and other technical professionals spend a third or more of
their time searching for the information and insights they need to solve
problems and develop solutions. Dynamic Linking by IHS Markit is the only
solution to utilize powerful Artificial Intelligence to allow these professionals to
quickly identify and view interconnections between references in Engineering
Workbench, reducing search time and mitigating risk.

Dynamic Linking at Work
Dynamic Linking is a powerful tool that allows technical professionals to
quickly, easily, and confidently discover referenced knowledge within the
extensive library of Engineering Workbench Codes and Standards. Using
Artificial Intelligence, Dynamic Linking automatically generates over 35
million embedded industry to industry reference links across all Code and
Standard documents from 400+ Standards Developing Organizations.
Using the capabilities of Dynamic Linking, technical professionals are able to:
‒‒ Easily and efficiently understand
requirements relationships
‒‒ Reduce research time substantially
with instant access to a summary of
or full contents of a referenced Code
or Standard

‒ Mitigate risk with reliable in-line
references, eliminating the
need to search in multiple
areas, multiple times

Dynamic Linking by IHS Markit makes your
engineering teams more efficient with the
ability to quickly find interconnections
between all Codes and Standards documents.
Mitigate risks and increase efficiencies by
ensuring your teams are quickly identifying
reliable references and understanding
requirements relationships within the largest
library of Codes and Standards documents.

“Being able to see the
context of a reference
within a standard
efficiently will help
engineers and others
be more effective in
their work.”

Dynamic Linking Capabilities
Instantly access a summary of or full contents of a referenced Code or Standard with in-line
hyperlinks and hover functions.

“I am very excited
about this feature!
Not having to dig
into all the
branches reduces
time to research
by orders of
magnitude. This
would also reduce
the tendency of
most to not
research as deeply
as they should,
which I presume
happens often.”

Hover over one of the dynamic hyperlinks to instantly view publishing details and a
summary pertaining to the Code or Standard

Click on the link to open a new window to display either the linked document or a
summary of the document. Your subscription determines whether you can see the entire
contents or a summary of the dynamically linked code or standard.

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com
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